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INTRODUCTION

______________________________
The Diaries Of The Backpacking Puppies: An Adventure Series

The diaries of the backpacking puppies is an adventure series about two dogs named
Montie and Tito, who travel around the world in a classic scooter with a sidecar
accompanied by their friend Dulce.
Through their backpacking adventures these characters learn (and educate their young
readers) about the different cultures, people and places they visit. During their journey, of
course, the two main characters cause some disturbance as they attempt to jump over the
obstacles that teach them—and their readers--valuable lifelong lessons.
__________________________
THEME
Montie, Tito and Dulce travel to North America, South America and Europe on their
scooter; they learn about foreign cultures, customs, tradition, history, lifestyle and
tolerance between siblings.
The adventures follow a story line that educates the characters--and the readers—as
they encounter troublesome situations along their travels in part due to their mischievous
personalities. The stories are driven by sibling rivalry, their love for each other and
friendship. The characters’ dynamic and partnership will help them face and overcome
any obstacles.
___________________________
TRAVEL MAP ! DESTINATIONS
Destinations:
♦ Brooklyn, NY (North America)
♦ Paris, France (Europe)
♦ Buenos Aires & Mendoza, Argentina (South America)
___________________________
INTENTION
The series is intended for an audience in the age group between four and six years old.
I incorporate basic Spanish and French in the dialogue in accordance to the countries
they are visiting as part of the foreign experience.
The purpose of these adventures is to educate children about the importance of
traveling for knowledge, history, culture and tolerance for what’s foreign. Through the
backpacking puppies the readers will learn about other races, customs and far places
beyond their own. The series will emphasize on the need for an open mind in order to
grown and accept
other people and cultures without judgment. I want my readers to learn by welcoming,
and not, by resisting the outside world.

i
_________________________
ADVENTURE TITLES
THE DIARIES OF THE BACKPACKING PUPPIES: AN ADVENTURE SERIES

i.
ii.
iii.

The Garden in Our Nueva Casita (Brooklyn, NY)
Bonjour Paris! (Paris, France)
¿Comó Andas Argentina? (Buenos Aires & Mendoza, Argentina)

___________________________
STORYLINE
The adventure begins in Brooklyn, New York after Montie and Tito move from the
suburbs. The second story takes place a few hours after the end of the first one when
Montie and Tito begin to clean up after a successful lemonade stand. As they put their
things back into the garage, they find a box filled with old pictures and maps. They
recognize the people in the pictures as their grandmother and grandfather who had
traveled the world when they were young. Mesmerized by the places in the photos, they
decide that they should visit these places as well. They will bring their grandparents’
pictures as guide, but they have no idea how they’re going to get to the places in the
photographs. Roaming around the garage looking for more boxes filled with mementos,
they stumbled upon their grandfather’s old scooter with a sidecar. Montie and Tito look
at each other with sparkly eyes and wagging tails for they just found their means to
travel. Ready to embark on their journey with Dulce on board, they open an old map
from their grandparent’s box and with his eyes closed, Tito swirls and twirls his finger
over the map and lets his finger fall onto their first destination.
______________________________
CHARATER DESCRIPTION
Montie is a Beagle mixed breed with short droopy ears. He is tall and a bit plump.
He is smart and very mellow and can smell a bad idea ahead of time—not that this would
stop them from getting into trouble. He loves to learn about history and is an avid
gardener.
Montie is very protective of his younger brother, and loves to play with smaller
animals. He is amiable and cares about the planet. He is a vegetarian and doesn’t travel
unless he brings along his best friend—a stuffed monkey.
Tito is a pure bread golden Cocker Spaniel with a strong and somewhat stubborn
personality. He is smaller and shorter than Montie with long fluffy ears that hang along
the side of his face. He is plump and loves to get a long spiky Mohawk when he goes to
the groomer. He is very inquisitive and tends to wonder off to unknown places along their
adventures. He is quick-tempered and has a knack for nagging. He is also very
determined and loves to drive their scooter through their travels.

ii
He is jealous at times and very protective of his older brother—Montie.
His favorite toy is an unstuffed rag-bone.
Dulce is Montie and Tito’s next-door neighbor and sitter, who agree to accompany
them on their travels. She is in her early twenties and on a break from college when their
journey begins. Dulce is their friend, their chaperone and their mediator.
!
______________________________
LAYOUT & AESTHETICS
The pages are printed back-to-back to read as an actual picture book. Each page contains
a brief description of the scene illustration that helps depict the story.
POSTER COVER AND SKETCHES by Skylar Rose Arriola—
The sketches and poster cover depict a rough image of Montie, Tito and Dulce’s
characters along their travels. The illustrator and I worked together in trying to develop a
cartoon like image of the main characters based on the real Montie and Tito. We use
actual pictures of the canines to help us develop a concept.
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COVER POSTER

_____________________________
BY SKYLAR ROSE ARRIOLA
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THE DIARIES OF THE BACKPACKING PUPPIES:
THE GARDEN IN OUR NUEVA CASITA

___________________________________

Adventure I

for us, our dogs and broklyn

___________________________
Illustration ! 1
Double page illustration--outdoor scene--picture of the three-story house
in Brooklyn; Montie and Tito peeking out the second floor window with
the Manhattan skyline as a distant background.
!

Montie and Tito were two happy puppies living together in their nueva
casita in Brooklyn.
Montie is the oldest and Tito is the youngest, and they lived happily
together with their mamá in a second floor apartment.
Their mamá loved Brooklyn because it was closer to the city where she
worked.

1
!

_________________________
Illustration ! 2
Double"page"scene//Montie"and"Tito"sitting"on"the"new"house’s"front"
stoop:"Montie"holding"a"baseball/bat"and"Tito"holding"a"pitcher’s"glove"
and"a"baseball.""They"are"both"sad,"looking"down"at"the"ground.""
Thought"bubble"above"Montie"and"Tito’s"head"showing"them"in"their"old"
home"playing"baseball"in"their"big"yard."

!

But Montie and Tito missed their old casita in Long Island and their big
backyard where they used to run around, bury their treats, and play all day.

2
!

One afternoon their mama noticed their sad puppy eyes.
“Que pasa?” she asked. “Why the sad faces, my darlings?”
“We miss our old casita, mamá,” confessed Montie.
“I want to go back!” said Tito. “I miss our big yard.”

3
!

“We don’t have friends here, and we can’t run in our tiny yard,”
claimed Montie.
“We can’t even hide our bones anywhere,” cried Tito.
“I don’t like it here!” said Montie.
“I don’t like it here!” mimicked Tito.
“Stop repeating everything I say. You always do that,” cried
Montie.
“You stop repeating everything I say. You always do that!” said
Tito.

________________________
Illustration!! !3!&!4!
Picture"of"the"front"of"the"house,"Montie"and"Tito"sitting"on"the"stoop"
looking"sad"and"their"human"mother"standing"next"to"them."

4
!

“Ok, ok, you two. I understand, I miss our old casita as well,” said
mamá, as she petted their long droopy ears.
“Listen boys, I know changes are hard, but you two will have to find
a way to love it here. In the mean time, come with me to the Farmers’
Market; I might need some help.”
“Ok…” they answered, and they walked behind their mamá gazing
down at the floor with their tails between their legs.

5
!

Neither Montie nor Tito had ever been to a Farmers’ Market before.
When they got there, they strolled down the vendors’ tents with no
interest. While their mother shopped for food, Montie saw a stand filled
with colorful vegetables like bright-red tomatoes, dark-purple eggplants,
long and crispy celery bunches and yellow squash and ran towards it—and
Tito ran right after him.
“Holá señor!” said Montie.
“Hola pequeño,” said the man.
“Your vegetables are very colorful! Why are they so bright?!” asked
Montie.
“Well, pequeño, the secret lies in three thing: First, you must use
good soil, second, you must water your seeds everyday, and third, the
most important step of them all, you must always garden with love--or
your seeds will never grow.”
“I see…thank you, señor!” said Montie, wiggling his now happy tail
left and right.

_______________________
Illustration!! !5!&!6!
Montie"standing"on"his"two"back"legs"leaning"over"the"vendor’s"stands//
listening"to"him"and"wiggling"his"tail:"Thought"bubble"showing"a"light/
bulb"in"it.""Tito"standing"behind"Montie"squinting"as"Montie’s"tail"hits"his"
face.""

6
!

Montie ran to his mamá and Tito ran right after him.
“Mamá, mamá!” cried Montie.
“Yes, my darling?” asked their mamá.
“I want start a garden in our new yard, but I need to buy seeds,” said
Montie.
“Ok, ok…but I can’t afford to buy you seeds today,” said mamá.
“It’s ok, mamá. I have saved $3 from my allowance, and I will buy
my seeds,” said Montie.
“I want to start a garden too, mamá, but I don’t have an allowance,”
said Tito
“I’m sorry, pequeño,” said mamá.

_______________________
Illustration ! 7
Montie talking to his human mother: thought bubble over Montie—picture
of his garden at full bloom.

7
!

Montie ran back to the stand and bought five different kinds of seeds. As
the vendor put the seeds into a paper bag Montie counted: “Uno, dos, tres,
cuatro y cinco! Gracias Señor!”
“Buena suerte, pequeño! Don’t forget to follow the three steps!”
cried the man.

______________________
Illustration ! 8
Close up of Montie’s face and the vendor’s hands putting the seeds in a
brown paper bag: thought bubble over Montie’s head showing numbers
one to five as Montie counts.

8
!

“Let’s see what you got there?” asked mamá.
“Yes! Let’s see what you got, huh!” mimicked Tito.
“I got: cucumbers, and beans, and broccoli, and tomatoes, and basil,”
said Montie.
“Mmmm…that all sounds delicious, darling.” said their mamá.

9
!

Montie began to plant his seeds. He planted the basil in a big gardening
pot, and the remaining of the seeds in the ground.
That afternoon, Tito went down to the garden and asked Montie for a few
coins, so he could go buy some seeds too.
“Go away! You always want to do everything I do,” cried Montie.

_________________________
Illustration ! 9 & 10
Montie planting his seeds and Tito looking down to the garden from the
second floor window, upset since he doesn’t have any money to buy his
own seeds.

10
!

Now upset, and very thirsty, Tito asked his mamá for some limonada.
And as he drank his limonada, he had a brilliant idea.
“Mamá! Could you help me make a big jug of limonada, por favor?”
asked Tito.
“Sure, what for?” she asked.
“I am going to start a Limonada stand, just like the señores in the
Farmers’ Market. I’m going to sell limonada to earn some coins and buy
my seeds and start my garden right next to Montie’s!” explained Tito.

_______________________
Illustration!! !11!
Close"up"of"Tito’s"face"holding"a"glass"of"lemonade:"thought"bubble"over"
his"head"showing"a"light"bulb"indicative"of"an"idea."

11
!

So Tito and his mamá squeezed some lemons, poured the juice and pulp
into a jug, added some water, and some sugar for the sweetness and they
made limonada.

______________________"
Illustration!! !12!
A"step"by"step"illustration"of"Tito"and"his"mother"preparing"Lemonade"in"
the"kitchen."

12
!

Tito asked his mamá to help him write a BIG sign that said:
EXTRA, EXTRA!
5¢ for a cup of Limonada. Yum, yum!

________________________
Illustration!! !13!
Tito"is"sitting"behind"the"Lemonade"stand"in"front"of"his"house.""People"
walking"by"and"a"woman"leaning"forward"to"grab"a"cup"of"lemonade"
that"Tito"is"handing"over"to"her."
"

13
!

After a long afternoon behind the Lemonade stand, Tito ran to his mother
to show her the coins he’d earned, and asked her to help him count how
much was there.
“Ok, let’s see…today you earned $1.50!” said mamá.
“But, that’s not enough,” said Tito, with long ears and resting tail.
“Don’t be sad, you only need $1.50 more to make $3,” explained
mamá.

_____________________
Illustration ! 14
Back porch scene, Tito is looking down at the floor while his mother is
showing him hoe much he had earned.

14
!

Tito was upset because he didn’t know how to come up with the rest of the
money. Soon after, Montie came into the kitchen after working in his
garden, and asked his mamá if dinner was ready.
“Not yet, m’ijo,”* said mamá. What would you like to eat?”
“Chocolate-chip cookies!” said Montie.
“But that’s not dinner…” said mamá.
“That’s it! I got it!” cried Tito, startling his mother and Montie.
“Could you help me bake some cookies and prepare another jog of
limonada, por favor, mamá?”
“Of course, I could help you,” said mamá.

* M’ijo or Mijo- Conjoin Spanish words of affection. Mi + hijo, It is a term of
affection meaning “my son.” It can also mean “my dear,” “my sweetheart” or
“hun.”

15
!

The next day, Tito and his mother baked a batch of delicious cookies and
prepared more lemonade. And once again, Tito sat behind his stand and
hoped for the best.

_________________________
Illustration ! 15 & 16
Kitchen scene: close up of Tito’s character snapping his fingers and
thought bubble showing him behind his stand selling cookies and
lemonade. Mother and Montie smaller in the background.

16
!

After another afternoon of selling cookies and lemonade, Tito ran back to
his mother to help him count how much he had earned that day.
“Mamá, mamá! Tell me, tell me! Do I have $3?!” asked Tito,
wiggling his tail.
“Si, you have exactly $3,” assured mamá.
“Siiiii! Can Montie take me to the Market to buy my seeds now?
asked Tito.
“Sure…just be careful,” said mamá.

_______________________________"
Illustration ! 17
Tito is jumping and smiling holding two one-dollar bills in one hand and
four coins in the other hand.

17
!

So Montie and Tito went to the Market to buy the seeds. Tito ran to the
señor’s stands hardly reaching the counter and asked for flower seeds.
“Señor, señor, can I have five seeds?” asked Tito.
“Hola, pequeño,” said the man. “What kind of seeds would you
like?”
“I don’t know,” said Tito
“Ok, let me show you what I have,” said the man.
The vendor showed Tito pictures of the flowers and asked him which
ones he would like to grow.
“I want that one, and that one, and that one, and that one, and that
one!” said Tito.
“Very well then,” said the man. “You’ve picked Tulips, Lilies,
Roses, Daisies, and my favorite, baby-breaths.”

________________________
Illustration ! 18
Tito is standing on his two back legs leaning over the stand, hardly
reaching wagging his tail: Picture of the five seed bags on the counter
showing a picture of the seeds at full bloom.

18
!

Back at home, Tito was ready to start his garden next to his brother’s, but
Montie wasn’t happy about it.
“Don’t ask for my help. I don’t like copycats!” cried Montie.
“But I’m not a gatito…I don’t meow…I bark and wiggle my tail,”
said Tito, puzzled.
“Never mind, you are too young to understand,” said Montie. “This
is my side and that’s your side. Ok?!”
“Ok…but why have your seed not sprout yet?” asked Tito.
“I don’t know…I followed all the steps, but they are not coming
out…I must be missing something…” wondered Montie.

19
!

Tito began to plant his seeds, but since he was too young to read the
instructions from the bag, he laid the seed onto the soil instead of burying
them in the ground.
Now Montie had his garden and Tito had one too, but nothing was
growing…

________________________
Illustration ! 19 & 20
Scene of the garden finished with Popsicle-stick-garden signs pushed into
the ground and in some the pots. Montie and Tito standing by their
garden. Tito’s side looking messy with all his seeds scarred around.

20
!

And they waited, and waited…and waited…but nothing grew.

21
!

And so they waited a bit more…a bit longer…

__________________________
Illustration ! 21 & 22
Garden scene: Montie and Tito standing by the garden: Tito pointing his
finger at the garden and Montie scratching his head in wonder.

22
!

One afternoon, after waiting for a while, Montie and Tito went down to
the garden to tent their seeds, but nothing was out yet. Montie was very
upset and Tito began to howl because his flowers weren’t growing either.
“Aaaah-ooooooooooooooh!” howled Tito.
“Why are you howling?” asked Montie.
“Look! Nothing is growing!” cried Tito.
“Ok…ok…let me take a look, but first, you need to stop howling,”
said Montie.
“Ooookay…” said Tito.
So Montie took a look at Tito’s garden…
“Brother…in order for your seeds to grow you must plunk them in
the dirt and water them,” said Montie.
“Ooooooh, but I didn’t know that…you didn’t want to help me,” said
Tito with long ears.
“Okay, but that was because I was mad at you. You always want to
copy me in everything I do,” explained Montie.
“But that’s because when I grow up, I want to be just like you,” said
Tito.
“Okay, I’ll help you now. Let’s fix your garden together,” said
Montie.

_________________________
Illustration ! 23
Tito is sitting on the floor with droopy ears, resting his head on his knee.
Montie is leaning over comforting him. Background: a dry garden as their
background.

23
!

And so the two worked together in the garden everyday…

_______________________
Illustration ! 24
Montie and Tito in their gardening gear working together.

24
!

And after seven days of working together, Tito noticed a green leave
peeking out of the dirt on Montie’s garden.
“Look, look! Your garden is growing!” said Tito.
“Yey! Yey! Aaah-aaah-ooooooooooooooh!” howled Montie in
excitement.

_________________________________"
Illustration ! 25
Garden scene: Montie and Tito standing by the garden: Tito pointing his
finger at the site of the sprouting seeds.
"

25
!

And after wiggling their tail left and right, and after jumping up and down
and after they ran around their little yard, Montie wondered why his
garden began to grow now…
“Huh, I wonder why my garden wasn’t growing before?” Montie
asked out loud.
Tito ran up to Montie and gave him a tight hug and told him:
“Hermano you forgot the last step that the señor told you,” said Tito.
“No, I didn’t. I followed every step: I used good soil and I watered
my seeds everyday…what’s missing?” asked Montie.
“The seeds were missing the love,” said Tito.

________________________
Illustration!! !26!
Garden"scene:"Montie"and"Tito"hugging."

26
!

And so the brothers ran to their mamá and told her that their garden was
starting to grow.
After that day, once Montie and Tito understood the importance of the
missing ingredient, their garden grew, and grew, and continued to grow.
When it came time to pick the vegetables and flowers, they asked their
mother if they could sell their colorful vegetables and bright flowers like
the señor in the market.
Proudly their mamá agree to help them set up another stand to sell their
vegetables and flowers like the señor in the market.

27
!

I’m glad your garden began to grow, my darling,” said mamá.
“My brother and I did it!” said Tito.
“I’m guessing Brooklyn is not that bad after all, mamá,” said
Montie.
“Yes, I guess Brooklyn is not that bad after all, mamá,” mimicked
Tito.
And from then on the brothers always had fun together, and love was at
the base of all their endeavors because that is how everything grows.

!
!
!
the!end!

__________________________
Illustration ! 27 & 28
Montie and Tito are sitting behind their stand selling the vegetables and
flowers from their garden.

28
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age group ♦ four to six year-old
!

length ♦ pp. 28
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THE DIARIES OF THE BACKPACKING PUPPIES:
BONJOUR PARIS!

___________________________________

Adventure II
!

for our travels…

!

!

______________________________
Illustration ! 1
Montie and Tito in the garage. Tito is on top of a two-step ladder pushing
boxes to a corner. The scene will capture the moment the memory box
falls to the floor and breaks scattering its content all over the floor.

!

After a very successful afternoon behind their lemonade stand, Montie
and Tito began to clean up. Little by little they pulled apart the stand, and
one by one they brought their benches and table and sign back to the
garage.
While in the garage, Tito began to pile things up in a corner of the
garage as quickly as he could. He was in a rush to go play with his toys.
Montie told him that before going inside he must put everything back in
its place. And so Tito went back to his messy pile and began to put things
away, the right way this time. Pushing boxes back to their place he
accidentally dropped one of them to the floor. This wasn’t a regular old,
dusty box. This was a very special box of memories.

1
!

“What did you do? asked Montie. “I told you to be careful.”
“I know! But it wasn’t my fault. The box fell on its own; what is all
of this?” asked, Tito.
Montie and Tito sat on the floor in a pile of old pictures and maps.
“Who are these people? Where are they?” asked Tito.
“I’m not sure. I think they might be in Paris or Italy or—“
“How do you know?” asked Tito
“Wait a minute…! I think these people are grandma and grandpa!”
said Montie.
“How do you know!?” asked Tito, again
“Look, closely.”
“Yes!! That’s grandma and grandpa!” yelled Tito, excitedly.

2
!

Going through the pictures they saw the many places their
grandparents had traveled when they were young. Montie was able to
recognize a few of these places and others not.
“Look, where are they here?” asked Tito, showing a picture to his
Brother.
“They are in Paris,” he said.
“How do you know?” asked Tito.
“That is the Eiffel Tower…it’s France,” said Montie pointing at a
picture.
“Aaaaahhhh…” sighed Tito as he looked at the picture.
“Mira! I think they are in Italy here. That’s the Coliseum in Rome,”
said Montie pointing at another picture from the pile.
“Woooooooow!” sighed Tito again.
“Hopefully, one day we get to visit these places like grandma and
grandpa did,” said Montie.

________________________________
Illustration ! 2 & 3
Montie and Tito sitting on the floor going through the content of the box
Tito dropped.

3
!

As soon as Tito heard Montie’s wishes, a light bulb went off.
“I think we can! Why don’t we go see these place now!?” cried Tito
with excitement.
“How can we do that? How are we going to get there?” asked Montie.
“Well, we can get there…”
“How?” asked Montie once again.
Tito got up and started to look around the garage for more boxes
when, again, he dropped another box that pushed open the door of a small
shed in the back of the garage. Inside, he saw something that hid under a
dusty white sheet.

_____________________________
Illustration ! 4
The door of the shed opened and Tito peeking inside the shed looking
alarmed.

4
!

Tito walked into the shed, carefully, and a bit frightened of what
lived inside. He sniffed, and roamed around this thing a few times, but
didn’t notice when a corner of the sheet got caught on his collar, so as he
roamed around the white pile one more time he noticed a tug on his collar
and ran in fear. The dusty old sheet fell to the floor. Tito ran to a corner
and cried and growled. He couldn’t see anything because he had covered
his eyes.
Montie ran to the shed as he heard his brother’s cry.

_________________________________
Illustration ! 5
Montie enters the shed and sees Tito in a corner covering his eyes. In the
background we can see what hid underneath the sheets.

5
!

“What happened!? asked Montie, astonished at what he saw in front of
him.
“The blanket grabbed on to me; I’m scared to see what lives under it!”
“It’s okay. You can open your eyes,” said Montie.
“Oh, no! I can’t see! cried Tito.
“That’s because you are covering your eyes, silly.”
“Are you sure?” Asked Tito with his paws over his eyes.
“Yes, I will count to three and you will open your eye. Ready? Uno,
dos y tres!” said Montie.
“Here I go…uno, dos, tres!”

__________________________________
Illustration ! 6
Montie and Tito are inside the shed. Montie is next to Tito comforting him.

6
!

At the count of three Tito uncovered his eyes and saw what hid under
the blanket. It was their grandfather’s old scooter with a sidecar. It was
beautiful.
“Yes!!! I got it!” cried Tito.
“What is it?”
“We can now travel to the places grandma and grandpa’s pictures on
this scooter. Let’s go hermano! ¡Vamos a empacar!”

_____________________________
Illustration ! 7
Tito is jumping at the site of the scooter. A thought bubble over Tito’s
head has an image of a lit light bulb inside.
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Montie and Tito ran to their room and began to pack their bags. They
made sure to pack the essentials like Montie’s best friend and favorite toy,
Mr. Monkey, his favorite blanket and some of his travel books. Tito also
packed his favorite toys, an empty rag bone and his favorite ball. Now
packed and ready to go, they forgot one small detail.
“Tito, we can’t go. Mama will never let us go alone,” said Montie.
“Oh, brother! I didn’t think of that,” answered Tito.

___________________________
Illustration ! 8
Montie and Tito in their room packing their bags.
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Montie and Tito both sat on the garage floor with sad puppy eyes
and long droopy ears wondering how are they going to go on their travels
now. Someone had to go with them, or else they couldn’t go. When all
seemed lost, suddenly, out of nowhere, their next-door neighbor and dogsitter named Dulce approached them.
“Hi, boys! Where are you going? Why do you look so sad? Tito, why
are you howling?” asked Dulce.
Montie turned to Dulce and said in a low giggle, “He sounds like a
gato when he howls doesn’t he? Aaah ha ha!”
“Leave me alone! Don’t make fun of me. I don’t make fun of you
because you don’t know how to howl. Dulce, he squeals! Ha ha ha!!” said
Tito turning to Dulce.
“No, I don’t! Don’t believe him, Dulce,” said Montie a bit
embarrassed.
“Yes, you do! Yes, you do!” repeated Tito mocking his brother.
“Okay, okay, I believe both of you. Now tell me what’s going on. Why
were you two so gloomy? asked Dulce.
“Well, we were putting our lemonade stand away, when Tito, of
course, dropped a box filled with pictures and stuff that belonged to our
grandparents. They’ve traveled all over the world, and we wanted to go
visit the places in their pictures. We found our grandfather’s scooter to
travel around in, but we can’t go alone,” explained Montie.

__________________________________
Illustration ! 9
Montie and Tito are in the garage sitting on the floor with their backpacks
on their back speaking to Dulce.
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Dulce sees their scooters and hops right on.
“Wow, this is a beautiful scooter. Whom did it belong to?” asked
Dulce.
“Well, it doesn’t matter anymore because we can’t travel alone,” cried
Tito.
“My parents just got me a scooter for my birthday. I could probably
come—“
“Yes!!! You can come with us. We are all set. ¡Vamonos!” cried Tito.
“Wait a minute! said Dulce. First, I have to speak with your parents
about this, and makes sure they give us their consent.”
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Dulce went on to speak with Monty and Tito’s parents and offered to
join them on their travels. Dulce was on a break from school and thought
it would be fun to be part of their backpacking adventure.

__________________________________
Illustration ! 10 & 11
Garage scene: Dulce on the scooter and Tito jumping with joy while
Montie is wagging his tail both excited that Dulce will travel with them
across the map.
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“I will make sure that they behave and stay out of trouble. I promise,”
said Dulce.
Montie and Tito are eavesdropping from behind the kitchen door. They
are crossed their fingers and arms hoping their parents would agree to let
them go.
“We know you’ll take care them. I’m just a little worried. They could
be handful, you know,” explained mamá.
“Yes, they can be a handful together,” said Papá.
“I understand, but I think they’ll have a lot of fun. They’ll get see the
world, and I would love to be part of it,” said Dulce.
Mamá and papá thought about it for a few minutes, and agree to let
them go on their adventure around world.

________________________________
Illustration ! 12
Living-room scene. Montie and Tito behind the kitchen door
eavesdropping at their parents’ conversation with Dulce. Montie is
holding a cup to his ear stretching over from behind the kitchen door
trying to hear what’s happening in the living room. Tito is standing next to
Montie with his fingers, arms and legs crossed hoping for the best
outcome.
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All set and ready to go Dulce, Montie and Tito gather in their garage.
“So where do we start? Where are we going first?” asked Dulce.
“Let’s pick from one of the marked places on grandma and grandpa’s
maps,” proposed Tito.
He laid the map on the floor and closed his eye. He twirled and
swirled his finger over and around the map and dropped his finger onto the
map when Montie said, “ready or not, here we go!”
They all looked down to the map where Tito’s finger had fallen.
“We are going to Fff-rrra-n-sss—” cried Tito
“France!” said Montie
“We are going to France! …Where is that!?” said Tito

_________________________________
Illustration ! 13
Close up of the three characters sitting on the floor in a circle with a map
opened in front of them. Tito is covering his eyes with one paw and
pointing down on the map with his other hand.
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With France as their destination, Dulce, Montie and Tito said their
goodbyes. They hugged and kissed they’re parents for a long time and
hoped on their scooters in route to Paris, France.

______________________________
Illustration ! 14
Dulce, Montie and Tito on their scooters waving good bye looking back as
their parents disappearing in the distance with the excitement in there
faces.
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After a few miles on the road they boarded long plane ride that would
take them to their first destination.
When they finally landed in Paris with excitement in their eyes they
could not wait to explore this new land. The Eiffel Tower was first. They
all jumped on their scooters and in no time they were there and could not
believe what stood in front of them.
“Woooow! What is this massive building? asked Tito in awe.
“No, Tito that’s not a building, that’s a tower. It’s called the Eiffel
Tower,” said Dulce as she read from her guidebook of France. “It was
name after Gustave Effiel whose company designed and built this tower
becoming the cultural icon of France and the tallest structure in Paris. It is
1,063 feet as tall as the Chrysler building in New York City and it opened
1889 and it was made of wrought iron.”
“So we are in France now?” asked Tito.
“We are in the country of France, but we are in Paris the capital of
France,” explained Dulce.
“This is amazing!” cried Tito.
“Can we go in!?” cried Montie
“Yes, we can. The first three floors are open to the public,” said
Dulce.
“We are going to see the whole city from up there! Vamos! said Tito.

_____________________________
Illustration ! 15
The three character—Dulce, Montie and Tito—standing in front of the
Eiffel Tower looking up at its height and grandiosity. In the same scene:
All three characters will appear looking at the city of Paris from the
observatory.
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Soon after they took a picture with the Eiffel Tower in the background
similar to their grandparent’s picture, Dulce, Montie and Tito hopped back
on their scooters and headed east in search of a famous bookstore.
“Yes! We made it!” cried Montie.
“Where are we?” asked Tito.
“This is Shakespeare and Company Bookstore. It’s another favorite
spot for tourist to visit,” read Dulce, “The original Shakespeare and
Company belonged to Sylvia Beach and was open in November of 1919.
It says here that during the 1920s, the bookstore was the gathering place
for many then-aspiring writers like Ernest Hemingway. But this bookstore
is not the original store. This one was opened 1954 and was named
Shakespeare and Company in tribute to the original owner. Today it is one
of the most visited bookstores in Paris and it serves as a regular and
second hand bookstore that sells English language literature.”
Montie stood next to Dulce as she read from her guidebook while Tito
roamed through the bookracks outside the store.

___________________________
Illustration ! 16
All three characters standing in front of Shakespeare and Co. Dulce is
reading from her guidebook. Montie is standing next to Dulce in front of
the store while Tito is roaming through the bookstands right out front.
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Tito is sitting on a bench outside the bookstore with a hunched back
looking down at the floor. Montie and Dulce approached Tito a bit
concerned of his behavior.
“¿Que pasa, Tito?” asked Montie.
“I don’t know if I like it here anymore. I went to that man by the icecream cart and I couldn’t understand anything he was saying. He didn’t
speak Spanish or English. I just wanted an ice-cream. I don’t understand
anything anyone says here,” explained Tito.
“Well, that’s because they speak another language here. They speak
French and we don’t know that language,” said Dulce.
“I want to go home,” said Tito in a low voice.
“He is such a baby! You need to stop crying,” cried Montie.

______________________________
Illustration ! 17
Dulce and Tito are sitting on a bench outside the bookstore. Montie is
standing next to them with his arm crossed, mad at his brother. The scene
will be of the bookstore with people walking around.
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Dulce asked Montie to understand Tito’s concern and try to help him
feel more comfortable instead.
“I want to go home, Dulce,” cried Tito pointing his finger at Montie,
“He is so mean!”
“Why? This place is beautiful. Wait until you inside,” said Dulce.
“I don’t understand anyone. I tried to buy an ice-cream and the man
over there started to say words I couldn’t understand. He doesn’t speak
Spanish or English, Dulce!” exclaimed Tito pointing at the ice-cream
stand.
“When you travel around the world, you encounter new languages and
different cultures and people. The key is to adapt to new environments and
learn from others. For example, you can always learn a new language,”
explained Dulce.
“Yes, we can!” said Montie. “We can go in the bookstore and buy a
basic French language book. We can learn the basic French to get us
around.”
“Ooookay….” said Tito, a bit uncertain.

______________________________
Illustration ! 18
Montie, Tito and Dulce inside the bookstore looking for language books
with the help of a staff member.
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After wandering around the bookstore for a few hours, Tito bought a
language book. The staff from the store helped him pronounce a few
words in French and off they went to their stop. Tito was now excited and
looking forward to learning from the French. As he drove the scooter and
Montie sat on the side-cart locating their next stop on the map, Tito waved
with great excitement to everyone they drove by, “Bonjour! Bonjour
monsieur! Bonjour la France!”

______________________________
Illustration ! 19
Driving scene—Montie sitting in the sidecar and Tito driving the scooter
waving to everyone on the street. The background will show tradition
Parisian streets.
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When they finally arrived at the Louvre Museum, all three walked,
struck by the awesomeness of this place toward the glass pyramid in the
central courtyard. They couldn’t speak. All they could manage to say was
a one-word syllable:
“Wow! Wow! Wow!”
“Wooooooow!”
“Wooaaah!!
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“This place is gigantic!” cried Tito.
“This place is enormous!” said Montie
“This place is a castle!” said Dulce.
“Ahem! Actually it is…well, it was...before it became a museum. The
Louver was the royal palace of Louis XIV (14th). It later became a
museum and houses thousands and thousands of historic art like the
famous Mona Lisa also known as La Gioconda by Leonardo da Vinci,”
read Dulce.
“Allons-y, Dulce! Allons-y, hermano! Let’s go! I want to see La
Moma linda, first!”

_____________________________
Illustration ! 20 & 21
All three characters drawn small—with their backpacks on, maps and
guidebook in hand--in front of the massive structure of the Louvre
Museum walking towards the glass pyramids. Their heads tilted, looking
up, right and left admiring the view.
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Once inside the museum, they strolled through the impressive hallways
of the former palace. They saw sculptures and paintings from famous
painters and sculptures. They were astonished at the details on the walls
and painted curtains that they thought were real until they touched them.
There were guards in all the rooms making sure that no one got too
close to the paintings on the walls or sculptures on the pedestals.

________________________________
Illustration ! 22
Dulce, Montie and Tito are walking through the museum hallways looking
at painting and sculptures. Background: There would be famous/known
pictures and sculptures in the background that young readers would most
likely recognize or be introduce to such as Venus de Milo (sculpture),
Mona Lisa (Painting), Liberty Leading the People (Painting), Winged
Victory (sculpture).
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As they strolled through the endless hallways and many floors of the
former palace, they came across a massive line of people that turned right
into another room. Curious to know, Tito approached someone standing
on the line and asked:
“Excusez-moi mademoiselle? What’s this line for?” asked Tito
“Yes, this line is for the Mona Lisa, peu monsieur,” said the woman.
“Aaah…I see…merci beaucoup!” reply Tito as he turned back to
Dulce and Montie.
“You are welcome,” said the woman.
“Aren’t you two glad that I could speak French now? Let’s go in
Dulce! Montie!”

__________________________________
Illustration ! 23
Scene inside the museum: Tito is speaking to a lady. Montie and Dulce
are standing right behind Tito.
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They waited and waited and waited in line for what felt like an
eternity, and when they finally entered the room they saw a crowd of
people as wide as the width of the room gathered in front of the seemingly
small painting of the Mona Lisa.
“How are we going to get there!?” asked Tito, jumping as high as he
could as he attempt to see over the crowd.
“We must get close. I must see the Mona Lisa and take a picture with
it! We must!” cried Montie, a little disappointed.

________________________________
Illustration ! 24
Dulce, Montie and Tito standing at the end of a very long line. Tito
jumping up and down in his spot trying to look over the people standing in
front of him—in this scene, all three characters are drawn small in
comparison to the crowd.
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Tito noticed Montie was disappointed and looked for a way to make
sure his brother got a picture with the Mona Lisa.
Tito remembered what Montie read on his guidebook about the men
guarding the arts. “If you get too close to one of the paintings on the wall
an alarm would go off.”
Hoping he wouldn’t cause too much trouble, Tito left the line and got
close enough to one of the paintings on the wall. Suddenly the alarm went
off and people started to run out of the room in panic, Tito yelled at
Montie and Dulce:
“Montie! Dulce! Come here! Hurry! We can take a picture now!
Everyone is leaving.”
Montie and Dulce ran towards the Mona Lisa. Tito was waiting for
them with his camera ready to snap the moment, when suddenly, a grumpy
guard caught Tito by his collar.
“I have a funny feeling that you, little fella, set the alarm off!” said the
grumpy guard.

_________________________________
Illustration ! 25
Close up scene. Montie and Dulce running towards Tito. In the
background people are running out of the gallery while the grumpy guard
has Tito by his collar—the Mona Lisa is right behind the guard.
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Dulce, Montie and Tito got kicked out of the museum without taking
their picture with the Mona Lisa.
“Pardon, brother. I just wanted you to have your picture with La
Moma Linda. I didn’t mean to get us all kicked out,” explained Tito.
“The Mona Lisa, you mean,” said Montie a bit frustrated.
“That’s what I said,” said Tito.

________________________________
Illustration ! 26
Dulce, Montie and Tito sitting by the fountain next to the glass pyramid
with their chins resting on their palms and elbows resting on their knees.
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All three sat by the fountain surrounded with so much beauty and
people, but with no idea how they would get to take a picture with the
Mona Lisa, suddenly a photographer stood next to them and as he set up
his camera he laid his trench coat next to Montie.
Montie was hesitant to share his plan with the others, but went ahead and
told them anyway. When he turned around he noticed Dulce was not there.
“Where is Dulce?” asked Montie
“She is over there,” said Tito pointing at the museums entrance. “She
is speaking to the guard; she is trying to get us back in the museum.”
“Tito…? I think I know how we could go back in to the museum and
take that picture, but we will have to work together and not fall down,”
said Montie.

________________________________
Illustration ! 27
Close up scene: Montie and Tito sitting by the fountain. In the background
is Dulce talking to a guard. Montie is looking at the trench coat next to
him—a thought bubble over his head showing a picture of Tito on
Montie’s shoulder under the coat.
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Now, in disguise under the trench coat and hat, Montie maneuvered
Tito’s weight on his shoulders as they found their way back to the Mona
Lisa.
This time they waited in line and hoped that the feathered hat on the
fancy lady standing in front of them wouldn’t tickle Tito’s nose or else
their disguise would crumble to the floor. They moved right when the
feather blew left, and left when the feather blew right.
The closer to the picture they got, the closer the grumpy old guard
seemed to get-“What are we going to do with the grumpy old guard?” whispered
Tito down the coat to his brother.
“Let’s move up and snap the picture the second we have the chance,”
said Montie.
The two of them moved up slowly and when they finally got to the
Mona Lisa the fancy lady walked by Tito brushing his nose with her
feather. Aaacho!! Montie quickly covered Tito’s to stop the sneeze, but at
that moment the grumpy old guard noticed the wagging tail from under the
coat and yelled, “Stop that coat from taking another step!”
At that moment, Montie and Tito ran towards the painting, snapped
their coat open and took a picture with the Mona Lisa right before getting
caught by the grumpy old guard, and got kicked out of the former palace
one last time.

___________________________________
Illustration ! 28
The image is enclosed in an instant Polaroid frame showing Tito on
Montie’s shoulders with an ear-to-ear grin snapping the photo in front of
the Mona Lisa from under the coat as the grumpy old guard joins them by
photo-bombing their selfie--a perfect moment caught on camera.
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Dulce was standing outside the museum worried because she didn’t
know where they were. The grumpy old guard walked them over to her
and asked them to never come back.
“You two sneaked your way back into the museum behind my back. I
was worried! You are not allowed to leave my sight without asking me
first. Understood?” said Dulce a bit mad.
“I’m sorry, Dulce. We didn’t mean to upset you,” said Montie.
“It was Montie’s idea,” said Tito.
“And you went along with it!” responded Montie.
“Enough! Neither one you will get dessert tonight,” said Dulce.
The next day Dulce was no longer mad at them. Montie and Tito
apologized and promised they will not misbehave again. Dulce accepted
their apology, and the three of them walked to Luxemburg Garden for a
picnic like true Parisians. They ate begets and cheese over their favorite
drinks and decided it was time to move on to the next adventure. Tito ran
to their scooter and out of a bag he pulled out their grandparent’s map. He
laid it on the floor brushing everything out of the way. It was Montie’s
turn to pick the next place. Montie covered his eyes and swirled and
twirled his finger over the map and at the count of three he let his finger
drop onto their next adventure.

________________________________
Illustration ! 29
Picnic scene at the Luxemburg Garden: Montie is covering his eyes with
one hand as he swirls and twirls his finger over the map with his other
hand. Dulce and Tito looking to see where Montie’s finger will land.
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_________________________________
Illustration ! 30
Montie, Tito and Dulce driving to their next destination toward the endless
horizon.
Au Revoir, Paris…! On to the next!
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Age Group ♦ four to six year-old

!

Length ♦ pp. 30

THE DIARIES OF THE BACKPACKING PUPPIES:
¿COMÓ ANDAS ARGENTINA?

___________________________________

Adventure III
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

for the place I once called home…

!

!

________________________
Illustration ! 1
Montie, Tito and Dulce on their scooters in the middle—rest stop—of
avenida 9 de Julio—looking up at the Obelisk of Buenos Aires. The scene
will show a panoramic view of the iconic street and city.

!

After a long and tiresome trip across the Atlantic Ocean, Montie, Tito
and Dulce arrived in Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina in South
America.
“This is where grandma was born, isn’t it?” asked Tito.
“No,” responded Montie. “Grandma was born in Mendoza.”
“Where is that!?” asked Tito.
“I’m not sure…” said Montie.
Montie and Tito turned to Dulce for an answer.
“Let me explain,” said Dulce. “We are in Buenos Aires, the Capital of
Argentina. Your grandmother was born in Mendoza, which is another part
of Argentina. We will start here, in the capital and then drive down to
Mendoza. There is so much to see here. Are you two ready!?

* Sub-title: ¿Comó Andas Argentina? -- How’s it going Argentina?
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Once they understood the difference between the two cities, Montie,
Tito and Dulce jumped off their scooters to snap some pictures in front of
the Obelisk.
“Why is it so hot, Dulce? I want an ice cream! Yes! Can we get an ice
cream? It’s going to cool me off. Where can I get an ice cream? Is there an
ice-cream store near by? Can we go? Can we go now!? Can we go in the
next two minutes—”
“Why do you have to rush us every where all the time? Can’t you see
we are taking pictures!? Can’t you wait? You don’t even know where we
are or what this tower is and you already want go,” said Montie, a bit
annoyed with Tito.
“But, but, but it’s really hot here. Look! I’m all sticky. An ice cream
will put you in a better mood. I promise!” said Tito
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“Okay, you two. Let’s not argue, please. We’ll make it to the ice
cream store as soon as we are done here. Okay?” said Dulce.
“Ooookay….” said Tito and turned to Montie. “I’m sorry brother…so
where are we? What is this tower?”
“Hmm! I don’t know…” responded Montie turning to Dulce for an
answer.
“This is not a tower, this is an Obelisk--the Obelisk of Buenos Aires. It
is a national historic monument that celebrates the four-hundred years
since this city was founded.” read Dulce from her tour book.

__________________________
Illustration ! 2 & 3
Close up scene, Montie and Dulce are taking pictures in front of the
Obelisk of Buenos Aires. Tito is standing in front of them pointing at an
ice cream motorbike.
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“What do you mean when you say founded?” asked Montie.
“Founded means when this city was created—when it started to get
built,” explained Dulce
“It looks like a knight’s sword. Like the one I got for my birthday last
year!” cried Tito, looking up at the Obelisk.
“Yes, like the one grandpa got us!” responded Montie.
Dulce noticed Montie and Tito lowered their heads and tails.
“What’s going on?” asked Dulce.
“I miss home. I miss my mamá and papá and our room,” said Montie.
“I know you do. I miss home, too. But you have to try to make the best
of your time here. We can celebrate your birthday in the city your
grandmother was born,” proposed Dulce.

___________________________
Illustration ! 4
Montie and Tito sitting on a bench in the rest stop in the middle of the
avenida 9 de Julio. Dulce is standing in front of them reading from the
guidebook. The scene is a close up scene of the opening scene.
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Dulce noticed Tito was getting upset as well and decided to cheer both
of them with some fun facts about the city of Buenos Aires.
“Let’s cheer up. I promise you that we are gong to have a great time.
Do you two know that this is not the tallest Obelisk in the word?”
Dulce got their attention.
“It’s not!?” asked Tito.
“You mean there is more than one Obelisco?”* asked Montie.
“Yes! Guess where the tallest one is?”
“China?” said Montie.
“In Brooklyn?” said Tito.
“No…the tallest obelisk is in Washington D.C.”
“Really!” cried Montie and Tito.
“Where is that!?” asked Montie.
“Washington D.C. is the capital of the United States. And, do you two
know that we are in the middle of the widest crossing street in the whole
world? How about if we cross it!?” cried Dulce.

________________________
Illustration ! 5
Panoramic scene showing Montie, Tito and Dulce in the rest stop looking
up at the Obelisk as Dulce points up at the height of the monument.
Thought bubble over Montie saying “Wooooow!” The characters will be
drawn small in comparison to the street scene to emphasize the height of
the monument and width of the street.
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After crossing the widest street in the world, Montie, Tito and Dulce
went for an ice cream. Dulce had read about an Antic Street Market in the
oldest barrio* of the city of Buenos Aires, and so they headed to the San
Telmo.
When they got there, the music and the vendors that decorated the
streets of the old barrio introduced them to a new culture. The smell of
the food, the sound of the guitar and the accordion were all new sounds to
them.
“There are a lot of people here, so we must stay together. Tito hold on
to your brother’s hand and don’t let go,” said Dulce.
“But I don’t want to hold his hand. Why does he always have to hold
my hand? His hands are sticky from eating that ice cream,” cried Montie.
“But I want to hold your hand…I’ll clean my hand” said Tito as he
wiped his hand on his belly.
“Montie, you have to hold your brothers hand, and I’ll lead the way,”
said Dulce.

* Barrio -- neighborhood.
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They walked through the Market and stopped at almost every vendor.
Everyone was selling different things like leather goods, handmade
jewelry boxes and regional art that they had never seen before. As they
continued to walk Dulce explained:
“Did you know that San Telmo is known for its colonial buildings and
antic shops? It is also known for its cobblestone streets, like the one we
are walking on now. These streets are always filled with dancers and
singers like the ones we’ve seen in almost every corner.”
As they continued to walk, Tito kept falling behind pulling at Montie’s
tail.
“Could you please keep up!? You are still eating that ice cream. It’s
melting all over you,” cried Montie.
“I want it to last,” responded Tito as he licked the melting ice cream
off his arm and fingers.
When they got to the main square of San Telmo called Plaza Dorrego,
Dulce noticed a crowd-“Look! Over there! They are going to dance Tango. Let’s go!”

__________________________
Illustration ! 6 & 7
The two pages will display the market and Main Square. Dulce, Montie
and Tito will be among the crowd. Dulce is pointing at the dancers.
Montie is standing next to Dulce and Tito is holding on to Montie’s tail
licking his ice cream.
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As they walk through the crowd to get closer to the tango show that
was about to start, Tito let go of Montie’s tail as he continued to lick the
ice cream drippings off his other hand.
When Montie and Dulce got through the crowd they found a spot on
the floor right up front. As they waiting for the show to begin Montie
asked:
“What’s Tango, Dulce?”
“Tango is a form of a dance that started on the natural border of
Argentina and Uruguay. Uruguay is another country right next to
Argentina. It is a dance that’s performed by two people--a man and a
woman. The music leads the dancers through a series of moves that
embraces the Argentine culture. It is made up of sudden turns and flips
and quick steps. Look, they are about to start! You’ll see!” explained
Dulce.
The crowd had formed a square for the dancers to perform in. A man
dressed in suit stepped into the square and introduced the dancers. The
crowd cheered and clapped.
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The music began and the dancers strolled around the square stage and
danced for the crowd.
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The turns and flips and the quick switching of their feet wowed the
crowed. Dulce and Montie were enjoying the show and didn’t notice that
Tito had wondered off. As the crowed continue to cheer, Dulce turned to
Montie and noticed Tito wasn’t next to him.
“Where is Tito?” asked Dulce.
“He is right here,” said Montie as he turned to look for his brother.
“Where is he!?” asked Dulce, alarmed.
“I don’t know, I--I thought he was next to me all this time,” responded
Montie.
Dulce and Montie grew worried. They didn’t know where Tito could
be. They look around hoping to spot him among the crow when suddenly
Montie saw Tito wonder across the dance floor still eating his ice cream.
He was so busy enjoying what was left of the ice cream that he didn’t
realize he was walking across the dance floor in middle of the show.
“Tito!” cried Montie, trying to get his brother’s attention. “Be
careful!” he yelled as Tito stepped into the square.
Tito saw his brother and ran towards him, leaving behind a trail of ice
cream drippings. The dancers continued to dance when suddenly they
slipped on the ice cream drippings and fell to the floor. Tito embraced
Dulce and Montie in a hug.

_________________________
Illustration ! 10
Montie and Dulce sitting first row on the floor in the crowded Plaza
Dorrego. This scene will portray the Tango show in the square stage form
by the crowd. Tito is eating his ice cream across from Montie and Dulce
unaware of his surroundings. Around them, there are stands, tents and
shops from other street vendors.
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¡Uuuh, qué quilombo hizo!* whispered a man in the crowd
¡Che...mira que hizo ese pibito!* cried someone from the crowd
¡Deténganlo!* said another voice from the now angry crowd.
Tito, Dulce and Montie turned around from their embrace and saw the
two dancers on the floor and the trail of ice cream behind them.
“Did I do that..?” asked Tito.

_____________________________
Illustration ! 11
In this scene Tito, Montie and Dulce are hugging while in the background
the two dancers and man in the suit are on the floor after slipping on the
ice cream. People from the crowd are talking, yelling and point fingers at
Tito—while still embracing Montie and Dulce, Tito turns to look at all the
commotion happening behind them.

* ¡Uuuh, qué quilombo hizo! --is an Argentinian expression that expresses
confusion, chaos, a disaster, a ruckus, a mess. Phrase Translation: Oh, no! What a
mess! Referring to Tito’s character.
* ¡Che...mira que hizo ese pibito! – Che, is a very common word in Argentina, it
roughly translates to "mate" or "pal" or “friend” or “hey” or is simply used to get
someone’s attention and is applied to everybody - older people, young people,
old friends, new acquaintances. Pibe or Pibito – is a word that describes a young
boy. Adding ‘ito’ at the end of a word is very common in Spanish, it indicates
either smallness or affection. Phrase Translation: Uuuh! Look at the mess he
made! Referring to the Tito’s characters.
* Deténganlo – Stop him -- referring to Tito’s character.
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The man in the suit got up and chased them out of Plaza Dorrego.
“No los quiero ver por acá otra vez, eh!*” cried the male dancer.
¡Mi pelucaaaaa!* cried the female dancer.
Dulce, Montie and Tito ran as fast they cold and only stopped when
their legs began to hurt.
“Did I ruin the show!?” asked Tito as he tried to catch his breath
“Yes you did! Where were you?” cried Montie barely able to breath.
“I was holding on to you, but then I got ice cream on my elbow and
you disappeared,” explained Tito.
“Tito, you need to pay more attention, especially, when we are in a
crowded place. Montie you also need to pay more attention to your
brother, especially, when we are in a crowded place.”
“Can we go back and watch the show?” asked Tito.
“I think the show is over by now, but we must go back, so you could
apologize to the dancer for walking on the dance floor in in the middle of
their show.”
“I don’t think they’ll be happy to see us, Dulce,” said Montie
“Well, we must try,” responded Dulce.
___________________________
Illustration ! 12
The man in the suit is chasing Montie, Tito and Dulce. In the background,
the dancers are on the floor. The female dancer is alarmed because her
wig came off in the fall.

* “No los quiero ver por acá otra vez, eh!” – Phrase Translation: I don’t want to
see you around here again! Referring to Montie, Dulce and Tito’s characters.
* ¡Mi peluca! – My wig! Referring to the female dancer.
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When they got back to Plaza Dorrego the man in the suit was wiping
the ice cream off the male dancer’s clothes, while the dancer helped his
partner fix her wig.
A bit nervous, Dulce approached them with a smile and asked if they
were okay. She told them that Tito had something to say--.
“I—I’m sorry, señor y señora bailarin”*. Perdón*….I didn’t mean to
walk in the middle of your dance,” said Tito a bit embarrassed. I was just
licking the ice cream off my paws because it was melting so fast, and I
didn’t want it to melt because it was so good! I--I guess I wasn’t paying
attention.” explained Tito.
Montie approached the dancers as he stood next to his brother and
said, “I want to apologize as well. It’s not my brother’s fault. Dulce asked
me to hold his hand and I didn’t so he got lost. You dance very pretty,”
said Montie, bowing his head down.

________________________________
Illustration ! 13
Montie, Tito and Dulce are back in the square. Dulce is approaching the
dancers and the man in the suit as they are fixing and wiping themselves
clean. Montie and Tito are standing behind Dulce bowing their heads
down.

* Señor y señora bailarin – Phrase Translation: Mr. and Mrs. Dancer
* Perdón – I’m sorry
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After the dancers and the man in the suit accepted their apology and
danced one last dance for them, they hopped back on their scooters and
headed to the Casa Rosada.
“Why is that building pink?” asked Montie.
“Yes! Why is that building pink?” repeated Tito.
“Well, that’s not a building. That’s a house—”
“A house!?” exclaimed Montie and Tito at the same time.
“Yes! That’s The Pink House and is where the president of Argentina
lives. Back home, in America, the president lives in The White House.”
“Wooooow!” said Montie looking at the Pink House in its entirety.
“Maybe we should tell mama to paint our house green,” suggested Tito
“Why!?” asked Montie a bit annoyed.
“So that we can call it The Green House!” cried Tito.

____________________________
Illustration ! 14
Montie, Dulce and Tito standing in front of The Pink House. This
illustration will be a panoramic view of the presidential house and its
surroundings.
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Montie, Dulce and Tito sat in the park in front of the La Casa Rosada
and ate lunch. They bought empanadas and sandwiches de miga.
“Mmmmm!! What are we eating, Dulce?”
“We are eating empanadas—which as you can see is a stuffed pastry—
it’s very traditional here and delicious!” said Dulce.
“It looks like a big dumpling!” said Montie.
Tito was too busy eating his sandwich of miga and wasn’t paying
attention.
“What Tito is eating is also very traditional here. It is a sandwich
made of thin white bread without the crust. It similar to the cucumber
sandwich, but instead of cucumber, they fill them with ham, egg, tomatoes
or cheese.”

_____________________________
Illustration ! 15
Montie, Dulce and Tito sitting on a bench in the square across The Pink
House having lunch. In this scene the three characters are sitting on a
bench eating traditional food of the country. Tito is sitting at the end of
the bench devouring his sandwich. Montie is sitting in the middle with a
stuffed mouth listening to Dulce as she talking to them about the food they
are eating.
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After a delicious lunch, Montie, Dulce and Tito jumped back on their
scooters and headed across the country to their next stop, Mendoza.
“Well, maybe we can stop and get an ice cream to go, no…?”
suggested Tito.
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____________________________
Illustration ! 16 & 17
Montie, Dulce and Tito on their scooters leaving the city of Buenos Aires
behind. The illustration will display a panoramic view of the city’s
skyline--major monuments and landmarks will be part of the city’s skyline.
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After a long, long drive through deserted routes and remote spaces,
Montie and Tito’s scooter start coughing black smoke.
“What’s going on!? What did you do!?” asked Montie from the side
car.
“I don’t know…it is not working. I didn’t do anything…I think,” said
Tito.
Dulce approached them on her scooter and asked why they have
slowed down.
“I think he broke the scooter, Dulce,” said Montie.
“I didn’t break it!” cried Tito.
“All right, you two! I think I saw a sign for a mechanic back there.
Let’s turn around and have someone take a look, eh?” suggested Dulce.

__________________________
Illustration ! 18
Montie and Tito look alarmed as black smoke comes out of the scooter.
Dulce is riding behind them. The illustration will show Montie and Tito
on their scooter. The background will display a lonely road and a typical
Argentinian backdrop of mountains and wide-open spaces.
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They drove less than a mile when they came across the sign Dulce had
mentioned. “Mecanico” read the sign with an arrow pointing east. They
turned towards the direction the arrow pointed in and drove for what
seemed to be a long time. Tito kept pressing the gas on the now sluggish
scooter, and it seemed like they weren’t going to make it when suddenly,
they saw the mechanic’s shop.
It looked like it was closed. No one was around. Montie ran to the gate
and read a sign that said, ‘Estamos Cerrado: Siesta.’
“Siesta?” wondered Montie. “Dulce, it says they are closed for the
siesta. What does that mean?”
“Oh, no! It means we will have to wait! In many parts of Argentina,
people close their business after lunch during the hottest hour of the day
from two to four in the afternoon, typically.
“What does that mean!?” asked Tito
“It means that our mechanic is napping right now, so we are going to
have to wait until he is back from his nap.”

____________________________
Illustration ! 19
Montie, Tito and Dulce arrived to the mechanic shop. They are standing
in front of the shop’s gate reading the sign of hours of operation. Dulce is
explaining to them what “siesta” means.
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After an almost two hour wait they heard a noise coming from inside
the house behind the shop. They couldn’t call anyone because there was
no bell to ring.
“The sign says to clap for assistance,” read Montie. “What does that
mean?”
“It means, we clap!” cried Tito
Montie, Dulce and Tito began to clap. “Hello!? Is anyone home!?”
they all said as they clapped.
After a few minutes, a dirty looking shaggy dog came out to the gate.
“¡Hola! ¿Como estan? ¿En que los puesdo ayudar?* said the shaggy
dog.

* ¡Hola! ¿Como estan? ¿En que los puesdo ayudar? – Phrase Translation: Hi!
How you doing? How can I her you?
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Montie approached the shaggy mechanic and explained what had
happened. The Mechanic said that he could fix it, but that it might take a
few hours.
“While you wait, you can have a seat under the grape-vine shed if you
like? “By the way, me llamo, Buji,” said Buji extending his calloused paw.
“Bují?” asked Montie.
“Yes, well, they call me ‘Bují’…my name is Bujía.”
“You mean, Spark Plug? Like from a car? Were you named after a part
of a car?” asked Tito.
“Yes, exactly,” responded Bují with an ear-to-ear grin filled with
pride.
“Wooooooaw! That’s pretty cool!” cried Montie.
“Bueno chicos,* I’ll leave with my mother. She is coming out now.
She’ll serve you some mate* while you wait. Chau!*” said Bují as he left
to work on their scooter.
___________________________
Illustration ! 20 &21
Double page illustration: Montie, Dulce and Tito are talking to Bují under
the grapevine shed—typical household accent in Argentina. The two pages
will connect through one illustration of Bují’s home and shop.

* Bueno chicos –Phrase Translation: Okay, guys... Referring to the Montie,
Dulce and Tito’s characters.
* Mate or Maté– is a caffeinated dry leave/herb like tea that is infused in gourd
with hot water and drank through a straw. Even though the herb contains
caffeine, kids are allowed to drink it from a very young age.
* Chau – Bye
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Right after Bují left, his mother came out with a tray to start serving mate.
“¿Hola, que tal?* Me llamo Marta, but they call me Martita.* While
we wait, how about we drink some mate y charlamos un ratito, eh?*
Bueno, sientence. Estan en su casa.”*
Martita set the table with what was on the tray: A pot with hot water, a
mate cup, seal container with mate herb in it to refill the cup and some
sweet cake to eat while sipping on the mate.
“Thank you, doña* Martita,” said Dulce.
They were all sitting around a table while Bují worked up front.
“Doña Martita, what’s a mate?” asked Montie very curious.
“Martita, can I have a piece of cake?” asked Tito.
“Of course, you may. This cake is called Bizcochuelo—it’s my
grandmother’s recipe. It’s like a sponge cake,” explained Martita as she
cut a piece for Tito.
___________________________
Illustration ! 22
Close up of the characters sitting on the patio table under the grapevine
shed. In the table there is pot, a mate cup, an herb container and the
sponge cake. Doña Martita is cutting a piece of cake for Tito.

* ¿Hola, que tal?—Phrase Translation: Hi, how are you?
* Me llamo Marta – Phrase Translation: My name is Marta.
* Charlamos un ratito – Phrase Translation: Let’s chat a bit or Let’s chat for a
bit.
* Bueno, sientence. Estan en su casa. – Phrase Translation: Okay, sit down.
You are at home.
* Doña – Mrs.-- followed by the person’s first name.
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After everyone had a piece of cake, doña Martita turned to Montie—
“Let me explain to you all what this is,” said Martita as she began to
prepare the mate. “Drinking mate is an old tradition in Argentina. It is a
social ceremony that is traditionally practiced in a social setting like with
family or friends. We share the same cup and straw. One person serves,
known as the ‘cebador’ assumes the task of the server. Usually in my
family, I am the server,” explained doña Martita. “‘El cebador’ fills the
mate cup and drinks the mate first to make sure it’s a good one before it is
passed down to the next person.”
Doña Martita tasted the mate as she is explaining the process-“What’s in the mate cup?” asked Montie as Tito devoured his piece of
cake.
“That is an infusion of dried leaves called yerba mate ‘mate herbs.’ It
is like what is inside a tea bag. Now, I refill the cup with water and ‘yerba’
and pass it down to the person next to me who, like me, will drink it all
and then give it back to me so I can serve the next person in circle. Ahora,
¡ojo!* if you say ‘gracias’ when you finish your mate and it means you
don’t want another one, and I will skip you the next round. People in
Argentina drink mate all hours of the day. It is usually served with
something sweet like this cake or by itself. I hope you like it,” said doña
Martita as she passed the mate to Montie.
“Mmmmm! It taste like tea!” said Montie.
“That’s right! It is tea,” said doña Martita.

___________________________
Illustration ! 23
Close up of doña Martita drinking mate. Montie and Dulce paying close
attention while Tito is devouring his piece of cake.

* Ahora, ¡ojo! – Phrase Translation: Now, be careful!
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After a few rounds of mate, Bují came back and told them that the
scooter was fixed and working as new.
Montie, Dulce and Tito thanked doña Martita and Bují for all their
help. They said their goodbyes and hopped back on their scooters.
“Buen viaje, chicos!* Chau!” cried doña Martita.
“Che, ¡que buena onda que son esos chicos,”* said Bují as he waved
goodbye.

* ¡Buen viaje, chicos! – Phrase translation: Safe trip, kid! or Safe trip,
guys!
* Che, ¡que buena onda que son esos chicos! – It can be interpreted as
“Those kids are great!” or “Those guys are great!” This term means good
vibrations. This a term used in Argentina to describe just about any great,
amazing, nice, friendly, situation, person or thing.
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______________________________
Illustration ! 24 & 25
Double page illustration (Transition): Montie, Dulce and Tito are on their
scooters driving away. Bují and doña Martita are waving goodbye. The
scene will be a panoramic illustration of the mechanic’s shop, his house
and the vast road with mountains in the background.
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A few hours after they left Bují’s shop they arrived to Mendoza—an
Argentinian province known for its grapes and its scenic mountain peaks
of the Andes.
Montie, Dulce and Tito are standing in front of the elegant gates of El
Parque General San Martin.
“Where are we, Dulce?” asked Montie.
“Oh! There is an ice cream bike! Can I get one--”
“NOOOOO!” cried Montie and Dulce.
“¡Bueno! Okay, okay…where are we then…?” said Tito.
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“It says here that we are standing in front of the entrance of the oldest
park in Mendoza. It is the main park of the city of Mendoza,” read Dulce.
“These gates are gigantic!!” cried Montie.
“Yes! Gigantic!” repeated Tito.
“Stop repeating everything I say!” cried Montie.
“Do you want an ice cream? I want an ice cream! We should get an ice
cream!” said Tito.
“NOOOO!” responded Montie.
“What’s going on over there? Let’s go!” cried Dulce as she pointed
toward what looked like a street parade.

__________________________
Illustration ! 26 & 27
Panoramic illustration of the “General St. Martin’s park.” Montie, Dulce,
and Tito standing in front of the parks gates (they’ll be drawn relatively
small to show proportion.) In the far distance a street parade. There will
be people, artisans, ice cream motorbikes around he park typical of the
location.
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When they got the parade they saw floats passing by carrying beautiful
women that look like a princess. They waved and threw bunches of grapes
at the crowd.
There were traditional dancers and gauchos parading. There was music
and signs of all sizes.
“What’s going on? This is a big celebration,” said Montie.
“It is! This parade is part of the Fiesta Nacional de la Vendimia (The
Grape Harvest Festival). It takes place every year here in Mendoza. It is
the most important harvest festival of the country. People come from all
over Argentina to celebrate this month long festival. As part of the
festival, every district of Mendoza picks a princess to represent each of the
eighteen districts. In the last week of the festival, they close the month
long celebration with one main show that features hundreds of dancers and
performances where they select of the Reina Nacional de la Vendimia
‘The National Vendimia Queen.’ Then, the night with an impressive show
of fireworks,” explained Dulce.
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Montie, Dulce and Tito enjoyed the parade and caught bunches of
grapes of different colors. They saw the dancers perform traditional
dances of the region as they walked by. Tito was too busy eating and
catching the bunch of grapes at the same time as floaters drove by.
Montie and Dulce waved back at the princesses and dancers.

___________________________
Illustration ! 28 & 29
Panoramic scene of the Vendimia parade--Montie, Dulce and Tito are
standing behind the barricades watching the floaters and dancers pass
them by. Montie and Dulce are waving goodbye and catching the clusters
of grapes being thrown at them. Tito standing next to them devouring the
grapes as he is trying to catch clusters of grapes being thrown at him. This
illustration will fully display a traditional Vendimia parade as is known.
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After the parade, they drove down to the house their grandmother lived
in. When they got there they recognized the house from the pictures they
found in their garage back home.
They took pictures and imagined their grandmother running around the
front yard as young girl. They sat on the front stoop of the house and eat
an alfajor that Dulce bough when they got to Mendoza.
“This is delicious! What is this, Dulce?” asked Tito
“This is an ‘Alfajor.’ These are traditional Argentina pastries that you
eat as a snack. They are made with two round cookies bound together with
different sweet fillings. Typically they are filled with ‘dulce de leche,’
which is a sweet cream made of milk with shredded coconut flakes on the
edges like the one we are eating now,” explained Dulce.

______________________________
Illustration ! 30
Montie, Dulce and Tito are sitting on the front stoop of their
grandmother’s childhood home eating alfajores. Dulce explains to Tito
what he is eating while Montie is looking sad while holding an alfajor in
his hand. This illustration will display a full view of their grandmother’s
home and front yard.
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“What’s wrong, brother? You don’t like the alfajor?” asked Tito.
“It’s not that…my birthday is coming up soon and I miss our casita
and mamá and papá,” said Montie.
“Montie do you want to go home the for the next trip? We can go, but
while we are here we should enjoy it and celebrate your birthday here.”
“I guess….” said Montie not convinced.
“Can I tell him now, Dulce? Please, please please!” asked Tito unable
to contain his excitement.
“What is it?” asked Montie nodding his head down to the floor while
holding the alfajor in his hand unable to eat it.
“Go ahead, Tito you can tell him,” said Dulce.
“No! Let’s show him better! Let’s go!” cried Tito

______________________________
Illustration ! 31
Close up scene of the three characters sitting in the front stoop. Montie is
looking sad holding his alfajor. Dulce is petting Montie and smiling in
anticipation of his surprise. Tito is jumping with excitement.
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“Surprise!!!” cried the crowd of guest waiting for Montie to celebrate
his upcoming eighth birthday.
Montie wagged his tail when he saw the tango dancers and the man in
the suite, Bují and doña Martita were all there to celebrate his birthday.
“Are you happy now, Montie?” asked Dulce.
“Yes! I’m surprised Tito didn’t say anything,” said Montie
“Well—”
“Dulce promised to buy me an ice cream if I kept the surprise a secret.
And I did!” cried Tito as he wagged his tail.
Everyone got together to celebrate Montie’s birthday. They decided to
celebrate with an asado—Argentinian style barbecue—and had cake for
dessert around the fire pit as Bují played the guitar.

the end

__________________________
Illustration ! 32
All the characters are together back in Bují’s backyard for Montie’s
surprise birthday party. The illustration will show the characters sitting
around a fire pit. Bují is playing a guitar while everyone else is eating
cake and wearing birthday hats. This scene occurs under the grapevine
shade behind the shop. There is an asado set up on the side tend by the
man in the suit.
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___________________________
ages range ! four to six years old

!

Length ! pp. 32
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